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Abstract— Growing use of non-linear loads give rise to 

power pollution in the three-phase four-wire distribution 

system. This has already become an alarming situation in an 

industries where quality power is an essential requirement to 

ensure quality power it is necessary that a harmonic study is 

carried out to identify the details of pollution that is 

polluting sources, the parameters or quantities they pollute 

in each instance. The paper includes a harmonic survey in 

VISHAY components India pvt. Ltd pune, where various 

non-linear devices are used every day. The level and type of 

the harmonics present in the system are identified. 

According to the measurement and analysis, the effect of 

most prominent harmonics are found out that could cause 

problem in the power quality. The harmonic survey is 

performed to improve the power quality. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

At  VISHAY component india  pvt  ltd. there are so many 

sophisticated and sensitive equipments in various 

department of  industries . there are so many electrical 

machines like compressor,APFC,UPS,vaccum pump 

furnance demands high quality power. In this type of 

industies, the usage of non-linear loads has increased day by 

day resulting in high level of harmonic distortion in the 

power supplied to that indusrties. Harmonic detoriates the 

quality of power. As a result, we cannot get exact power 

while doing production  in company. So the necessity of 

detailed study has become more important for selection and 

design of mitigating equipments for harmonic reduction . A 

harmonic survey has done with KRYKARD ALM 35 power 

analyzer  at the VISHAYcomponents india pvt ltd.for its 

criticalities. The company uses different types of non-linear 

loads such as computers, UPS, rectifier APFC electric drives 

etc. The paper outlines the identification and effects of 

harmonics in the distribution system. 

II. HARMONICS 

Harmonics are currents or voltages with frequencies that are 

integer multiples of the fundamental power frequency being 

50 Hz. If the fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, the second 

harmonic is 100 Hz; the third harmonic is 150 Hz, and so 

on. In modem test equipment today harmonics can be 

measured up to the 63rd harmonic. When harmonic 

frequencies are prevalent, electrical power panels and 

transformers become mechanically resonant to the magnetic 

fields generated by higher frequency harmonics. When this 

happens, the power panel or transformer vibrates and emits 

a buzzing sound for the different 

Harmonic frequencies. Harmonic frequencies from 

the 3rd to the 25th are the most common range of 

frequencies measured in electrical distribution systems. 

With more and more electronic devices being used the term 

harmonics comes into use. Harmonics should be taken 

seriously but they are not the only cause of your electrical 

problems. If you have tried everything and you are still 

having problems and you have a lot of electronic devices it 

is something to think about. Any distortion in the voltage or 

current wave causes harmonics. These harmonic currents 

create heat. This heat over a period of time will raise the 

temperature of the neutral conductor causing nuisance 

tripping of circuit breakers, overvoltage problems, blinking 

of Incandescent Lights, computer 

Malfunctions etc.Among the electrical devices that 

seem to cause harmonics are Personal Computers, Dimmers, 

Laser Printers, Electronic Ballast, Stereos, Radios, TVs, Fax 

Machines, and any other equipment powered by switched 

mode power supply (SMPS) equipment. This is not to say 

that harmonics will cause all these problems, only that it is 

possible. You can somewhat prevent these problems by 

using a dedicated circuit for electronic 

Equipment. Also on a branch circuit use an isolated 

ground wire for sensitive electronic and computer 

equipment. A more expensive way is to rectify and filter the 

mains thus effectively removing all low frequency 

Harmonics including the fundamental harmonics. 

III. HARMONIC DISTORTION 

A distortion is the alteration of the original shape (or other 

characteristic) of an object, image, sound, waveform or 

other form of information or representation. Distortion is 

usually unwanted. In some fields, distortion is desirable, 

such as electric guitar (where distortion is often induced 

purposely with the amplifier or an electronic effect to 

achieve an aggressive sound where desired).The slight 

distortion of analog tapes and vacuum is considered pleasing 

in certain situations. The addition of noise or other 

extraneous signals (hum, interference) is not 

Considered to be distortion, though the effects of 

distortion are sometimes considered noise. Harmonic 

distortion is found in both the voltage and the current 

waveform. Most current distortion is generated by electronic 

loads, also called non-linear loads. These non-linear loads 

might be single phase loads such as point-of-sale terminals, 

or three phases as in variable speed drives. 

Mostly harmonics originate as current in non-linear 

loads used by consumers. The current flows back through 

the supply impedance and develop harmonic voltages 

Across the supply and point of common coupling (PCC). 

The voltages affect all consumers connected at the same 

voltage level and propagate up to higher voltage 

Levels and spread widely throughout the supply 

network. Most modem load generate harmonic currents and 
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thus virtually all consumers contribute to this voltage 

distortion. 

IV. HARMONIC SOURCES 

Common non-linear loads include motor starters, variable 

speed drives, computers and other electronic devices, 

electronic lighting, welding supplies and uninterrupted 

power supplies. Among the electrical devices that seem to 

cause harmonics are Personal Computers, Dimmers, Laser 

Printers, Electronic Ballast, Stereos, Radios,TVs, Fax 

Machines, and any other equipment powered by switched-

mode power supply (SMPS) equipment. There are various 

devices in the category of ferromagnetic devices including 

transformers operating near saturation level. Also 

ballasts(saturated iron core) of fluorescent lights and 

induction heating equipment. Arcing devices also source for 

harmonics. These include-arc discharge lighting, sodium 

and mercury vapor, electric arc furnaces and electric 

welding equipments. Harmonics are caused by and are the 

by-product of modem electronic equipment such as personal  

or notebook computers, laser printers, fax machines, 

 

 
 

                     (a) Composite (distorted) waveform               

 
telephone systems, stereos, radios, TVs adjustable speed 

drives and variable frequency drives, battery chargers, UPS, 

and any other equipment powered by switched mode power 

supply (SMPS) equipment. The above-mentioned electronic 

SMPS equipment is also referred to as non-linear loads. This 

type of non-linear loads or SMPS equipment generates the 

very 

harmonics they're sensitive to and that originate right within 

your building or facility. SMPS equipment typically forms a 

large portion of the electrical non-linear load in most 

electrical distribution systems. There are basically two types 

of non-linear loads single-phase and three-phase. Single-

phase non-linear loads are prevalent in modem office 

buildings while three-phase non-linear loads are widespread 

in factories and industrial plants. In today's environment, all 

computer systems use SMPS that convert utility AC voltage 

to-regulated low voltage DC for internal electronics. These 

non-linear power supplies draw current in high amplitude 

short pulses. These current pulses create significant 

distortion in the electrical current and voltage wave shape. 

This is referred to as a harmonic distortion and is measured 

in Total Harmonic Distortion (THD). The distortion travels 

back into the power source and can affect other equipment 

connected to the same source. To give an understanding of 

this, consider a water piping system. Have you ever taken a 

shower when someone turns on the cold water at the sink? 

You experience the effect of a pressure drop to the cold 

water, reducing the flow of cold water. The end result is you 

get burned! Now imagine that someone at a sink alternately 

turns on and off the cold and hot water. You would 

effectively be hit with alternating cold and hot water! 

Therefore, the performance and function of the shower is 

reduced by other systems. This illustration is similar to an 

electrical distribution system With non-linear loads 

generating harmonics. Any SMPS equipment will create 

continuous distortion of the power source that stresses the 

facility's electrical distribution system and power 

equipment. 

V. EFFECTS OF HARMONICS 

The main effects of voltage and current harmonics within 

the power system are:- 

 Amplification of harmonic levels 

 Reduction of efficiency of power 

 Aging of the installation 

 Plant mal-operation; 

 Malfunctioning of equipment; 

 Overheating and failure of motors; 

 Overloading of pf correction capacitors. 

 Overloading of distribution transformers and 

neutral conductors; 

 Excessive measurement errors in metering 

equipment; 

 Spurious operation of fuses, circuit breakers 

 and other protective equipment; 

 Voltage glitches m computers systems resulting in 

lost data. Excessive flicker on VDU's; 

 Electromagnetic interference with TV, radio, & 
telephone systems. 

 Disruption to standby generators 

 Interference with systems. 

In an electrical distribution system 

1) Harmonics create: 

(1) Large load currents in the neutral wires of a 3 

phase system. this can result in a potential fire 

hazard. 
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(2) Overheating of standard electrical supply 

transformers which shortens the life of a 

transformer 

(3) High current distortion and excessive current draw 

on branch circuits 

(4) Poor power factor conditions that result in monthly 

utility penalty fees 

(5) Resonance that produces over current surges. 

(6) False tripping of branch circuit breakers. 

B. Effect of Current Distortion 

Since operation of nonlinear loads causes the distorted 

current, which is path dependent, the effect of current 

distortion on loads within a facility is minimal. Therefore, 

harmonic currents can't flow into equipment other than the 

nonlinear loads that caused them. However, the effect of 

current distortion on distribution systems can be serious, 

primarily because of the increased current flowing in the 

system. 

C. Effect of Voltage 

1) DISTORTION 

Besides overheating, the other major effect of current 

distortion on an electrical system is the creation of voltage 

distortion. This distortion will have minimal effect on a 

Distribution system, but unlike current distortion, it isn't 

path dependent. So harmonic voltages generated in one part 

of a facility will appear on common buses within 

that facility. As we see in Fig., high-voltage distortion at the 

terminals of a nonlinear load doesn't mean high distortion 

will be present throughout the system. In fact, the voltage 

distortion becomes lower the closer a bus is located to the 

service transformer. However, if excessive voltage 

distortion 

VI. HARMONIC REMEDIAL MEASURES 

A. How Can Harmonics Be Reduced 

 Isolate harmonic loads on separate circuits (with or 

without harmonic filters) 

 Harmonic mitigating transformers 

 Phase shifting (zigzag) transformers 

 Filter capacitor backs 

 PROPER GROUNDING 

B.  How Can We Measure 

1) Harmonics 

In order to ensure the highest "Power Quality" for your 

building or facility, it is necessary to treat harmonics. 

Harmonic treatment can be performed by two methods: 

filtering or cancellation. A harmonic filter consists of a 

capacitor bank and an induction coil. The filter is designed 

or tuned to the predetermined non-linear load and to filter a 

predetermined harmonic frequency range. 

Usually this frequency range only accounts for one 

harmonic frequency. This application is mostly used when 

specified for a UPS or variable frequency drive motor in a 

manufacturing plant. Harmonic cancellation is performed 

with harmonic cancelling transformers also known as phase-

shifting transformers. A harmonic cancelling transformer is 

a relatively new power quality product for mitigating 

harmonic problems in electrical distribution systems. This 

type of transformer has patented built-in electromagnetic 

technology designed to remove high neutral current and the 

most harmful harmonics from the 3
rd

 through 21st. The 

technique used in these transformers is call "low zero phase 

sequencing and phase shifting". These transformers can be 

used to treat existing harmonics in buildings or facilities. 

This same application can be designed into new construction 

to prevent future harmonics problems. 

C.  Measuring Instrument 

We can measure the harmonic with help of power analyzer 

.for measuring the THD% at VISHAY components india pvt 

ltd(E-building) we use KRYKARD ALM35 power and 

harmonic analyser 

1) Specification of ALM 35: 

Electrical quantity Rating/Range 

A.C. Phase vtg/line vtg 1000V 

A.C.Phase/Line current 6500A 

Frequency 50-60Hz 

K-factor - 

Distortion factor - 

Power factor  

Harmonics Upto 50
th
 

Inrush current  

Real time wavform Display upto 4
th

 

2) Wide Range of Application of KRYKARD – 

Take direct measurements on bus bars or multi-rung cables 

using flexible probes. 

  Easy access unreachable small cables. Measure HT 

through PT & CT – Wide choice of clamp-on CTs to 

measure currents from 5mA up to 6500A. 

 Record selected parameters at selected intervals for in-

depth analysis. 

  Conduct long hours of uninterrupted field studies 

with inbuilt battery backup. 

  Use the unique 4 level recording feature – pictures, 

sub-cycle transients, 10ms (½ cycle) alarms, 1s rms values. 

3) ALM35 KRYKARD ANALYZER— 
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4)  SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM & DEATILS OF E-

BUILDING 

Snapshots of THVD% and THID% for various loading 

conditions 

We determine the value THD% at PCC Point with 

&without APFC . 

We observe the difference between them and how 

APFC(automactic power factor correction)affect the power 

quality of distribution system. 

Steps involve in calculation THD%- 

(1) We connect CT &PT(ampflex/clamp) with 

respective bus bar(incoming from transformer to E- 

building)  

(2) After connecting of CT’S&PT’S we set our power 

analyzer to transient mode. 

(3) We take record of reading for 15 minutes with or 

without APFC at PCC point. 

(4) this reading stored in memory of analyzer  then we 

connect analyzer to PC with the help of USB port 

cable 

(5) We get different electrical quantities and THID% 

&THVD% 

5) Below the bar charts given form analyzer with & 

without APFC 

 
WITH APFCTHVD% 

 
WITH APFC THID% 
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WITHOUT APFC THVD% 

 
WITHOUT APFC THID% 

6) OBSERVATION TABLE – 

WITH APFC WITHOUT APFC 

Avg value of frequency-

49.94Hz 

Avg value of frequency-

50.00 Hz 

Vtg for V1phase 

RMS=225.1V 

Line vtg- 

RMS=389.8V 

Vtg for V1 phase 

RMS=218.0V 

Line vtg- 

RMS=377.5V 

Current for A1 phase 

RMS=494.3A 

Current for A1 phase 

RMS=657.9A 

THVD%=2.6 THVD%=1.1 

THID%=11.2 THID%=2.1 

Power W1=99.25KW 

VA1=111.3KVA 

Power W1=133.9KW 

VA1=143.4KVA 

VAR= -50.34KVAR VAR=51.54KVAR 

Power factor=0.892 Power factor=0.933 

7) Effects of harmonic resonance with APFC- 

a) APFC-  

it is automatic power factor correction which improve power 

factor of system automatically according to changes in 

power factor it maintains constant power factor ,but it also 

introduce some problem in power system 

It introduce harmonic resonance in system. 

b) Harmonic resonance-  

The operation of nonlinear loads in a power distribution 

system creates harmonic currents that flow throughout the 

power system. The inductive reactance of that power system 

increases and the capacitive reactance decreases as the 

frequency increases, or as the harmonic order increases. At a 

given harmonic frequency in any system where a capacitor 

exists, there will be a crossover point where the inductive 

and capacitive reactance’s are equal. This crossover point, 

called the parallel resonant point, is where the power system 

has coincidental similarity of system impedances. Every 

system with a capacitor has a parallel resonant point Parallel 

resonance causes problems only if a source of harmonics 

exists at the frequency where the impedances match. This is 

typically called harmonic resonance. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

As the company required low power consumption and good 

power factor for this purpose they used APFC. But the 

APFC amplify the harmonics level(Resonance effect). So 

we need to used both APFC and passive filter for harmonic 

absorption. 
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